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Abstract 
Although the pedagogy of playing brass instruments is strongly based on the development of the motoric skills and coordination 
between different aspects of body movements, most popular brass playing methods do not make an effort to analyze the actions of 
the muscles which are involved in the brass playing process. By analysis, two opposite approaches of these methods can be 
distinguished: one leads to the strengthening of the muscular power, while the other emphasizes the benefits from relaxing muscles.  
We have to realize that both of these principles are present in the brass playing. It is very important to find the right balance and 
location of tensions and relaxation in the body of the brass player. It is necessary to unite these opposites in one theoretical model 
and to consider the ambivalence of the muscular tension in the brass playing process (i.e. both power and ability to relax are of 
large importance). Principle of elasticity as a joint element perfectly complements this model of muscle actions in the process of 
brass playing. 
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Introduction 
When observing the performance of brass instrument players of various levels, the ambivalence of 
muscle activity during the play becomes evident. Pupils usually put a lot of effort and power in the music 
playing, which unfortunately weakly reflects into the quality of the sound. In turn, professional musicians 
play easily and seemingly without an effort, at the same time creating sonorous sound, rich with nuances 
and gradations. This allows to state that the muscle power is not a dominant factor in the brass instrument 
playing. More important is the efficient coordination of the muscle activity. At this point, the ambivalence 
of muscle tension becomes expressed as, from one side, a belief that a large power is needed for brass 
instruments playing, and from the other side,  it is exactly the relaxation of the muscles, which allows for 
more efficient realisation of musical ideas in the play of brass instruments. 
Unfortunately, the most popular methods of playing brass instruments do not strive to explain this 
paradox. Traditionally, the methods are based on three pioneers – these are J.B. Arban (1825 - 1889), 
H.L. Clarke (1867 - 1945) and A. Jacobs (1915 - 1998). The ideas of these founders continue to live 
through their books, students and their students. Cornet players Arban and Clarke are basically concerned 
about the virtuosity of play and the training of endurance (Arban, Clarke). Tuba player Jacobs has 
different approach - he has gone into depth of physiology of brass players and especially breathing 
process. Although these three fundamental methods in essence complement each other, two problems are 
clearly visible in this tradition of brass playing. First, many methodological materials lack the uniform 
understanding of the processes of human body physiology and their regularities during the play. Second, 
the traditional methodological materials are still orientated towards medium and advanced level players, 
who in some mystical way (expression of C.Gordon) have overcome the typical problems and barriers of 
beginners that are hidden in their bodies and psyche. In fact, no one of the popular methods of playing 
brass instruments is intended for entry and school level pupils. 
Research Objective  
The objective of the research is to find the ways to improve the pedagogy of brass playing, based on 
the understandings of muscle activity of the player. 
A significant step towards improvement of the pedagogy of playing brass instruments can be done, by 
clearly defining the theoretical model of muscle activity. This model would contain in itself the 
understanding of muscle tension, relaxation and their ambivalence in the brass playing, as well as the use of 
the principle of elasticity, which expresses the amplitude of muscle activity in between the tension and the 
relaxation. In this way a conceptually new pedagogical paradigm of brass playing can be developed, based 
on the regularities of body activities and a clear understanding of undesirable excessive muscle tension, and 
which looks for the tools preventing these kinds of processes already from the first lessons of brass playing. 
Methodology of the research paper 
The method for preparing this article is the analysis of most popular brass instrument’s playing 
methods and creating a physiologically based model of muscle activity of brass instrument player.  
 
Design and methods 
Although the pedagogy of playing brass instruments is largely based on the coordination of various 
movements involved in the play and the strengthening of the motoric skills, the most popular brass 
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playing methodological guides, which are based on the established traditions and methodological 
inheritance of the brass playing pioneers Arban and Clarke, little analyse the muscle activity and 
physiological mechanisms during the play. Their methods do help a talented student to discover and 
develop the technical opportunities of the instrument, but they do not explain the fundamentals of the play 
and physiological principles of the body use. However, this lack of understanding creates problems for 
majority of pupils. The process of  sound creation, which is the most complicated and problematic in the 
brass playing, in fact, is ignored or left at the discretion of student’s own talent. 
Unfortunately, a thesis of Arban, that it is not necessary for musician to read guidance, has been accepted 
as favourable in the tradition of brass playing:  „My explanations will be found as short and clear as possible, 
for I wish to instruct and not to terrify the student. Long pages of text are not always read, and it is highly 
advantageous to replace the latter by exercises and examples” (Arban, 10).  The so called Bible of the brass 
players, La grande méthode complète de cornet à piston et de saxhorn par Arban (Arban) is, in fact, a 
fundamental collection of exercises for technical learning of the instrument and for virtuosity development 
with minimum guidance on physiological and technological processes of the play. Similarly, Clarke’s books 
contain very little verbal guidance on methodological techniques. Unfortunately, to a large extent this is also 
the characteristics of the educational materials of contemporary authors, and one has to recognize that the 
methodology established within the tradition of Arban and Clarke, is based on learning of the technical 
opportunities of the instrument and development of virtuosity, but does not speak about the musician’s work 
on him(her)self and overcoming of psychological and physiological barriers. C.Gordon’s  student  Jeff Purtle 
by comparing  Clark’s Setting Up Drills (Clarke, 1935) un Gordon’s Systematic Approach To Daily Practice 
(Gordon, 1968) indicates, that authors „focus on the mechanics of playing a brass instrument and not a style of 
music.” (Purtle, 2008) In this regard, a large step forward is Jacobs’, who is a popular tuba player among low 
brass players and teacher, pedagogical inheritance. Jacobs has researched the breathing, work of diaphragm, as 
well as the muscle actions and physiology of the tongue and the lips. We can judge his pedagogical methods 
by the books of his students Kristian Steenstrup, Brian Fredriksen, Bruce Nelson etc. (Steenstrup, Fredriksen, 
Nelson), and they are much more directed towards the efficient use of physiological options of players. 
Fortunately, the most famous student of Clarke and excellent trumpet player Cloude Gordon (1916 - 
1996), who was encouraged by Clarke to continue his pedagogical work and “take this farther than I 
did”(Gordon, 1987, 5),  as well as contemporary teacher Linn K. Asper have put the effort to make the 
methods of trumpet players orientated towards the physiology of player. Gordon in his book „Brass 
Playing is no Harder Than Deep Breathing” (Gordon, 1987) explains in plain text the most important 
things about brass playing as well as deconstructs some myths about breathing, lips, diaphragm, tongue, 
playing high register etc. Gordon tends to discover the mystique about brass playing existing in that time 
that causes mainly from misunderstanding of how great masters actually play. (Gordon, 1987) Asper’s 
method is more based on the conscious learning of reflexes to reach the correct physical response for 
every playing situation. Asper in his book „A Physical Approach to Playing the Trumpet” (Asper) notes, 
that the body will not find the right way to overcome the difficulties by itself; the way must be shown: „a 
body or a body part that is not responding properly is unable to correct itself through listening to more 
literature or playing „through the problem” until the situation changes. (...) Player should identify barriers 
to playing improvement and apply scientific techniques to overcome those barriers” (Asper, preface). 
In relation to the muscle operation, by theoretical analysis it is possible to distinguish two different 
pedagogical approaches – one is directed towards training of the muscle power, another – towards 
relaxation. Clarke’s exercises by their constitution and structure, although intended for improvement of 
virtuosity and motoric, are physically tiring. Long passages without pauses and in one breath is real heavy 
athletics for the lips. As Clarke recognizes himself, his method is intended for training of endurance 
(Clarke, 1984, 29). Arban’s method is similar to this idea to a large extent. According to the 
contemporary understanding of muscle training, Asper notes, that the training of endurance should not be 
done more than twice a week, and at least five days before performance the endurance trainings should 
not take place (Asper). However, knowing the popularity of Clarke and Arban among the trumpet players, 
it can be concluded that the pedagogy of trumpet playing basically deals with embouchure power training 
and development of finger (motoric) technique. 
In turn, the method of the tuba player A. Jacobs, which is highly regarded among tuba and low brass 
players, is largely based on the understanding of breathing and relaxation of all body muscles. The 
explanation is, that it is exactly the volume of the air flow and the vital capacity of the lungs which are of 
crucial importance in playing of tuba and bass trombone. Of course, certain achievements can be gained 
from both directions of pedagogy, but the pupils and students would gain if the principles of both 
approaches would be united in a system explaining that the power and relaxation is the opposite phases of 
muscle activity, and that it is necessary to efficiently coordinate the application of both of these muscle 
activity phases in the brass instrument playing.  
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However, rarely in the brass instrument playing educational material the necessity for relaxation is 
discussed, although the positive effects of relaxation on the human body, mind, and performance are 
discussed long time ago in the techniques of yoga, meditation, therapy, sport pedagogy and by practitioners 
of mental training. Nowadays, the positive effects of relaxation are no longer necessary to be proven – the 
body and mental activity goes up, and sportsmen use the body relaxation techniques and mental training for 
a long time already for improving their performance. As the strength and endurance of muscle power has a 
large importance in the playing brass instruments, then it would be useful in the pedagogy of playing brass 
instruments to transfer the methods of both muscle training and relaxation from sportsmen. 
Well-known Alexander- technique and Feldenkreis method, whose work on the skeleton and muscles’ 
leads the way towards more efficient self-understanding and use of the human body (Alexander, Feldenkrais), 
can give significant value to the pedagogy of playing brass instruments. Also, the music physiology has noted 
the usefulness of the relaxation during the music playing process – the body must be relaxed for unlimited, free 
musical energy expression through 3-dimensionally balanced movements (Lange, 1). 
The author has developed a model which can help easily to understand the regularities of muscle 
activities – the ambivalence of muscle tension and relaxation – and to integrate them into the pedagogical 
paradigm of playing brass instruments. 
Model of muscle activity 
Relaxation  (0 %)  I--------------------------------------------------------I Tension (+100 %) 
        <----------------  elasticity   ----------------> 
This model depicts the boundaries of muscle action in amplitude from complete relaxation to 
maximum tension, as a scale lying between two extremes. However, it must be noted that the complete 
relaxation (0% of muscle tension) and maximum tension (100%) are only theoretical concepts. In reality, 
it is not possible to strain the muscle at 100%; only 80 – 85% of muscle fibres can be strained at the same 
time, and only by a good training (Klöppel, 2009, 84-85). Similarly, it is difficult to ascertain the total 
relaxation of the muscle (i.e., 0% of muscle tension), as it is difficult to establish the boundary, after 
which it is not possible to relax even more. 
Alive, consciously not-strained muscle has a certain biochemical tone, which does not allow muscle 
to be fully relaxed and creates something like partial contraction state. As the Austrian researcher Hans 
Schachl suggests, the researchers of brain activity distinguish two acitivity regimes of brain and nervous 
system - arousal and activation, which in a direct way influences the muscle activity and innervation 
level. „Arousal appears quickly and it works on sensibilization of sensory organs, but activation switches 
on the musculature to receive a signal, therefore takes care of some minimal muscle tension state (tone). 
The changes of activation take place slower, and reflect the rhythms of day, life, tiredness, liveliness, 
etc.” (Schachl).  The muscle tone is raised by low temperature, mental work, fear and anxiety, but 
lowered by the heat and general relaxation (Klöppel, 2008, 29). The background tension level of the 
muscles also depends on the tiredness of the muscle – stress and overload create additional muscle 
tension and stiffness. 
It is clear that the both aspects of muscle activity – the tension and relaxation – are necessary for 
qualitative brass playing process. It means that the musician has to master the ability to use both the 
muscle power and the relaxation in the respective situations of the play. However, a true mastery lies in 
the ability to use the wide spectrum of muscle activity which is located in the middle of two defined 
opposites of muscle activity – tension and relaxation.  Therefore, term elasticity is used to connect these 
two opposite poles and ensure the operation in between them. Muscle elasticity and ability quickly to 
react on the necessary change of tension or relaxation levels is an essential skill in the music pedagogy, 
and a lot of attention should be given to it. The lip elasticity principle in the educational materials of brass 
instruments playing has been emphasised rather often. However, other muscles of the body should also be 
elastic (i.e., to be able to quickly react to the actual situation of the play and to efficiently coordinate 
relations of tension and relaxation) , and by comprehending the theoretical model of the two opposite 
poles of muscle activity, also the elasticity principle becomes simple and demonstrative to understand. 
Elasticity principle expresses the ability to strain and relax the muscle at various levels of intensity 
between 0% and 100% tension. As T.Lange suggests, musician needs to be in medium muscle tone to 
dose movements unlimited between tension and relaxation. The tension should encompass in itself also 
the relaxation, and the relaxation – the tension (Lange, 2). 
In practice, this muscle activity model can be observed by comparing the play of pupils and 
professionals. Blunt sound and inexpressive line of melody vs. colourful timbre and nuance-rich line of 
melody – what is the secret of musical excellence? In  playing brass instruments,  a large part of talent lies in 
the skill to use the muscle power as efficient as possible. Practically  it means to minimize as much as 
possible the use of muscle power, i.e. to use it so much power as it is required and only where it is required  
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and at the required dosage. In this way, besides finely nuanced musical play, the muscle power reserves are 
saved. As it is known, the physical endurance is one of the crucial aspects in brass playing.  Professionals 
know how to relax the peripheral (e.g., not directly involved in the action) muscles, as well as quickly to 
relax and recreate the muscle work ability during short breaks. Therefore it is clear, that not only the 
building up a power and muscular strength are necessary in playing brass instruments, but also optimal 
saving of the power resources, by relaxing the muscles as much as possible, and by improving the mutual 
coordination of the muscles and flexibility, will make the artistic performance more perfect. The expression 
of this is what the author calls the ambivalence of muscle tension in the playing brass instruments. 
Results   
The muscle activity model presented in this article, which entails the principles of muscle  tension, 
relaxation and elasticity, logically explains the muscle activity ambivalence of brass playing. The 
understanding of the contrary aspects of muscle activity and efficient use of it gives an opportunity to 
base the pedagogy of brass playing on the regularities of human physiology, as opposed to the traditional 
approach, which is largely based on the revelations of the virtuosity potential of the instrument. By 
integration of the understanding of muscle tension ambivalence in the brass playing pedagogy and by 
improving the muscle elasticity or the skill to quickly and precisely coordinate the body executive 
apparatus of the muscles, it may be possible much faster to develop the motoric skills of the pupil, which 
is very crucial in playing musical instruments. 
Conclusions 
The results of the analysis lead to conclusion, that traditional brass playing methodologies are 
appropriate for the talented students for development of finger agility, motoric skills and endurance. 
However, these methodical books are not suitable for pupils of entry and school level – the physically 
tiring and technical exercises of Arban and Clarke cannot captivate or motivate modern adolescents to 
play brass instruments, and neither they are appropriate to their physical development.  
The significance of the efficient coordination of the muscles as the skill of crucial importance has not 
yet been realised in pedagogy of brass playing. Its effects are often limited to talent, but it can be acquired 
also by pedagogic means. By understanding of the importance of the muscle activity and its effects during 
the musical play process, it is possible to form new pedagogic techniques, which develop the possibility 
to be aware of muscle activity with its tension, relaxation and elasticity principles, as well as to improve 
the skills for efficient managing of the muscle activities. The model offered here in a simple way explains 
the interrelations of muscle tension and relaxation, and offers to connect these two opposites by the 
elasticity principle, which determines the dosage of muscular power and coordination in between the two 
opposite points of the phenomena – tension and relaxation. By defining the elasticity as the skill to 
consciously coordinate and dose the muscle tension, the pedagogy of brass playing acquires an efficient 
tool for development of physical skills of brass playing. 
One of the tasks of the brass playing is to reduce the tensions and it can be done by being aware of the 
causes of over tension in the body – physical overload and stress – and to reduce the presence of these 
factors in life. The next step towards musical excellence is to release the tensions and stresses which have 
been accumulated in the body for a long time. For this intention, different yoga and meditation 
techniques, mental training, Feldenkrais method, Alexander – technique, Jacobson progressive relaxation 
method (Jacobson) and others can be used. 
In pedagogical practice, this muscle activity model draws two directions of work. One is the 
optimisation of muscle power in the brass playing. The other is the relaxation and overcoming of partial 
contraction of the muscles and stress. Surplus muscle tension hinder not only the musically artistic 
expression (limited amplitude of musical movements and weak sound picture (Lange, 1)), but also creates 
health problems (Klöppel, 2008).  Many professional musicians use various muscle relaxation techniques, to 
eliminate the symptoms of occupational diseases, and to improve the existing state of skeleton-muscular 
apparatus. However, the best practice and prevention would be the optimal muscle activity coordination at 
the beginning of learning to play the instrument. This requires the teacher to have the knowledge of the 
operational principles of muscles and skeleton, efficiency of coordination, problems and solutions. 
Therefore, it is recommended to develop an innovative pedagogical model for brass playing, which 
would integrate the knowledge of the basic principles of muscle activity and their ambivalence, and it 
would lead to more efficient development of motoric skills of the pupils. 
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S u m m a r y  
Rakstā tiek aktualizēta muskuļu darbības ambivalence spēlē uz metāla pūšaminstrumentiem un analizēta 
problēmas risināšana populārākajās metāla pūšaminstrumentu spēles pedagoģiskajās tradīcijās. Lai izskaidrotu 
pretrunas, kas sastopamas dažādās metāla pūšaminstrumentu spēles metodikās, kā arī rastu skaidrību par muskuļu 
darbības ambivalenci spēlē uz metāla pūšamintrumentiem, rakstā tiek prezentēts vienkāršs pūšaminstrumentu spēles 
muskuļu darbības modelis, kas balstās muskuļu darbības fizioloģijas principos. Apzinoties šo modeli, metāla 
pūšaminstrumentu spēles pedagoģijas ietvaros būtu iespējams izveidot jaunu pedagoģisko modeli efektīvākam 
muskuļu darbības treniņam un koordinācijai, kā arī muskuļu darbības ambivalences izpratnei, kas ļautu padarīt 
efektīvāku metāla pūšaminstrumentu spēles apguves procesu un atrisināt daudzas mūziķa ķermeņa darbībā balstītas 
spēles problēmas.  
Mūsdienās metāla pūšaminstrumentu pedagoģija joprojām lielā mērā balstās uz Ž.B. Arbāna, H.L. Klarka un 
A.Džeikoba iedibinātajām tradīcijām. Arbāns un Klarks ir izveidojuši fundamentālas vingrinājumu sistēmas mūziķa 
pirkstu tehnikas, muskuļu spēka un izturības attīstīšanai. Taču, pirmkārt, tās ir darbietilpīgas, nogurdinošas un 
neatbilstošas mūsdienu izpratnei par efektīviem muskuļu darbības principiem un treniņu metodēm. Otrkārt, tās 
pietiekami neizskaidro elpošanas, mēles un ambušūra darbības principus, kaut tieši šie spēles elementi praksē sagādā 
visvairāk problēmas kā iesācējiem, tā arī studentiem.  
Atšķirīga ir Džeikoba pedagoģiskā pieeja. Viņš lielu uzmanību veltījis elpošanas fizioloģijas izpētei un nonācis 
pie slēdziena, ka vispārējai ķermeņa un muskuļu atbrīvošanai ir liela nozīme elpošanas parametru uzlabošanā. 
Džeikobs akcentē elpošanas procesa nozīmi spēlē uz metāla pūšaminstrumentiem, un maksimāli efektīvai elpas 
izmantošanai būtībā tiek pakārtoti arī visi pārējie spēles elementi. 
Nepārvērtējama ir šo savā ziņā pat pretrunīgo pedagoģisko tradīciju nozīme metāla pūšaminstrumentu spēles 
attīstībā visā pasaulē. Taču Arbāna, Klarka un Džeikoba, kā arī daudzu vēlāku autoru metodes, kas lielā mērā 
turpina minēto pūšaminstrumentu spēles pionieru stilu un tradīcijas, savā būtībā ir piemērotas studentiem un 
profesionāla līmeņa mūziķiem meistarības uzlabošanai, nevis bērniem un pusaudžiem instrumenta apguves 
sākumposmā. Iesācēju līmenī vissvarīgāk būtu pārvarēt tieši ķermenī un psihē slēptās problēmas un šķēršļus, kas 
traucē izveidot labu skaņu uz instrumenta, par ko šīs metožu un vingrinājumu grāmatas diemžēl neraksta. 
Lai izskaidrotu muskuļu darbības pretrunīgo dabu jeb ambivalenci, rakstā tiek prezentēts muskuļu darbības 
teorētiskais modelis, kurš parāda, ka muskuļa sasprindzinājums un atslābums ir vienas parādības pretpoli. Taču 
pūšaminstrumentu spēlē svarīgi prast izmantot arī niansētas muskuļu darbības gradācijas robežās starp maksimālu 
sasprindzinājumu un atslābumu, kā arī tās nemitīgi pielāgot attiecīgajai spēles situācijai. Šo prasmi autors nosauc 
par elastību. Tā kā pūšaminstrumentu spēle vēl lielākā mērā nekā citu instrumentu spēle ir atkarīga no daudzu 
ķermeņa muskuļu vienlaicīgas darbības un savstarpējas koordinācijas (elpošana, mēle, ambušūrs, pirkstu tehnika), 
tad muskuļu saspringuma un atslābuma niansēta koordinēšana ar elastības principa palīdzību būtu ļoti noderīga 
prasme metāla pūšaminstrumentu spēles pedagoģijā. Integrējot metāla pūšaminstrumentu pedagoģijā izpratni par 
muskuļu darbības ambivalenci un pilnveidojot muskuļu elastību, daudz efektīvāk būtu iespējams pilnveidot skolēna 
motorās prasmes, kas ir ļoti būtiskas mūzikas instrumentu spēlē. 
 
 
